
Chem 3322 homework #9 solutions

Problem 1

The fundamental vibrational frequencies for 1H19F and 2H19F are 4138.52 cm−1 and

2998.25 cm−1, respectively. De = 5.86 eV for both molecules (Morse model). Work out the

difference in bond energy for these two molecules in kJ/mol.

Solution:

DDF
0 −DHF

0 = ((De −
1

2
2998.25 cm−1)− (De −

1

2
4138.52 cm−1))hc (1)

= 1.14× 10−20 J = 6.86 kJ/mol (2)

Problem 2

The 1H35Cl molecule can be described by a Morse potential with De = 7.41 × 10−19 J.

The force constant k for this molecule is 516.3 Nm−1 and ω = 5.636× 1014 s−1.

a) Calculate the lowest four energy levels for the Morse potential using the Morse energy

formula

En = ℏω
(
n+

1

2

)
− (ℏω)2

4De

(
n+

1

2

)2

(3)

Solution:

This is straightforward and everything is already in the correct units. Just put the

constants in to get:

E0 = 2.94× 10−20 J

E1 = 8.65× 10−20 J

E2 = 1.41× 10−19 J

E3 = 1.93× 10−19 J

E4 = 2.43× 10−19 J

b) Calculate the fundamental vibrational frequency ω0 corresponding to the n = 0 → 1

transition, and also the frequencies of the first three overtone vibrations: n = 0 → 2,
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n = 0 → 3, n = 0 → 4. What is the percent error if you assumed that the first three

overtones followed the harmonic oscillator spacing of 2ω0, 3ω0, and 4ω0?

Solution:

We can use the formula ω = ∆E/ℏ to report the angular frequencies, with ∆E from part

(a), which gives

ω0→1 = (E1 − E0)/ℏ = 5.41× 1014s−1

ω0→2 = (E2 − E0)/ℏ = 1.06× 1015s−1

ω0→3 = (E3 − E0)/ℏ = 1.55× 1015s−1

ω0→4 = (E4 − E0)/ℏ = 2.03× 1015s−1

Assuming the overtones obey the harmonic oscillator spacing gives an error of [note, error

formula is (approx-true)/true]

n = 0 → 2 : (2ω0→1 − ω0→2)/ω0→2 = 2.1% error

n = 0 → 3 : (3ω0→1 − ω0→3)/ω0→3 = 4.4% error

n = 0 → 4 : (4ω0→1 − ω0→4)/ω0→4 = 6.7% error

Problem 3

The rigid rotor model can be improved by recognizing that in a realistic anharmonic

potential, the bond length increases with the vibrational quantum number n. Therefore,

the rotational constant depends on n, and it can be shown that Bn = B− (n+1/2)α, where

B =
h

8π2cµr20
(4)

is the rigid rotor value. The constant α can be obtained from experimental spectra. For

1H79Br, B = 8.473 cm−1 and α = 0.226 cm−1. Using this more accurate formula for Bn,

calculate the bond length for HBr in the ground state and for n = 3.

Solution:

This is straightforward, you can simply find the effective value of B you should use (which

now depends on which n you are considering) and solve to obtain r0(n = 0) = 1.424 Å and

r0(n = 3) = 1.485 Å

Problem 4
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The bond force constant of I2 in the harmonic oscillator approximation is k=170 N/m.

Using the harmonic oscillator model, at what temperature will the population in the first

excited state be half of that of the ground state?

Solution:

For I2, the reduced mass is (127 amu)(127 amu)/(127 amu + 127 amu) = 63.5 amu

roughly. We will convert to kg later. Another way to approach this problem is to write the

mass in g/mol, and then use Avogadro’s number to get rid of the 1/mol units. Either way,

ω =
√
k/µ =

√
(170N/m)/µ=4.016 × 1013 s−1.

I will use β = 1/(kBT ) to make the notation a bit simpler in what follows. We know

that, since there is no degeneracy in this problem,

P (0) =
e−βE0

q
(5)

and

P (1) =
e−βE1

q
(6)

where En = (n + 1/2)ℏω and where q is the partition function for the harmonic oscillator

model.

Hence, the ratio P (1)/P (0) is simply

e−βℏω (7)

We are asked for the temperature corresponding to P (1)/P (0) = 0.5. Putting the numbers

in (convert units and multiple by hc to turn wavenumbers into energy) gives the temperature

as roughly 432 K.

Problem 5

a) For I2, the harmonic oscillator approximation (force constant k=170 N/m) assumes

that the vibrational energy levels are equally spaced. At 300 K, calculate the ratio of

molecules in the first excited state compared to the ground state. Also calculation the

proportion of molecules in the second excited state relative to the ground state. Repeat for

the third, fourth, and fifth excited states as well.

Solution:

For I2, the reduced mass is (127 amu)(127 amu)/(127 amu + 127 amu) = 63.5 amu

roughly. We will convert to kg later. Another way to approach this problem is to write the
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mass in g/mol, and then use Avogadro’s number to get rid of the 1/mol units. Either way,

ω =
√

k/µ =
√

(170N/m)/µ=4.016 × 1013 s−1.

I will use β = 1/(kBT ) to make the notation a bit simpler in what follows. The ratio of

populations in levels n and m is

P (n)

P (m)
=

e−βℏω(n+1/2)

q

q

e−βℏω(m+1/2)
= e−βℏω(n−m) (8)

[which answers part (b) incidently]. In general, for non-degenerate energy levels Ei, we have

P (n)/P (m) = e−β∆E where ∆E = (En − Em).

Hence the relative populations of the excited states with respect to the ground state

(P(n)/P(0)) are:

n P(n)/P(0)

1 0.3593

2 0.129

3 0.0465

4 0.0167

5 0.00602

b) Show that you do not need q, the partition function, to calculate these quantities.

Show that, if you are only interested in relative populations (eg. how many more molecules

are in one state compared to another state), you can always calculate this without knowing

the value of q.

Solution:

q cancels from the ratio we set up for relative population

c) I2 is experimentally found to have vibrational energy levels at the following wavenum-

bers above the ground state: 213.30 cm−1, 425.39 cm−1 , 636.27 cm−1, 845.93 cm−1 , 1054.38

cm−1 ,.. Repeat the relative population analysis you did in part (a) for the actual molecule

I2 using the experimental data.

Solution:

Using e−β∆E where ∆E = (En−Em) with m = 0 gives us the expression we want for the

ratios. We need to convert from wavenumbers to energies using E = h × c × wavenumber.

This gives
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wavenumber (cm−1) ∆ E (J) P(n)/P(0) n

213.30 4.24 × 10−21 0.35953 1

425.39 8.45 × 10−21 0.13 2

636.27 1.26 × 10−20 0.0473 3

845.93 1.68 × 10−20 0.0173 4

1054.38 2.09 × 10−20 0.006366 5

d) Compare the answers of (a) and (c) and comment.

Solution:

The relative populations in (c) are all slightly higher than in (a), with the difference

getting larger as n increases. A real molecule has vibrational energy levels that get closer

together as the energy increases, eventually converging at the dissociation energy of the

molecule. The harmonic approximation has equally spaced levels based on a local analysis

(Taylor series) about the equilibrium bond length.
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